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The Bank, since its birth, has been relentlessly working to project and promote the lofty ideals of Islam in 
the fields of economics and banking and to reach the people of all walks of life and bring home to them 
the concept of Islamic banking.  
 
Thus, it has been able to create a favorable image about Islamic banking among the people. The Bank 
releases advertisements through radio, television, magazines and newspapers to make urban and rural 
masses aware of the ever growing concept, modes of operation, schemes and services of the Bank and 
to focus on its progress and motivate traders, businessmen and industrialists to establish and broaden 
their business links with the Bank. To promote healthy growth of art and literature in the country, literary 
magazines are patronized.  
 
The Bank has so far published a number of books, booklets, souvenirs and folders on different aspects of 
Islamic banking and Islamic economics. Attractive multi-colored posters were also published depicting the 
aims and objectives, people-oriented special investment schemes of the Bank.  
 
National and international newspapers and magazines published features and in-depth reports on the 
progress of the Bank and made editorial comments praising the welfare activities of the Bank.  
 
Bank's quarterly research journal 'Islami Banking' highlighting the concept of Islamic economy, banking, 
insurance, prospect of economic collaboration among the Muslim countries etc. started its publication in 
1992 which has been widely acclaimed by all sections of people including academicians, economists, 
bankers, journalists, judges, intellectuals etc. A periodical house magazine named 'Islami Bank 
Parikrama' is being published regularly as the mouthpiece of the Bank. Discussion meetings, seminars, 
symposia, workshops are also being arranged to apprise the people of the Islamic banking system. Stalls 
and booths were opened in different national and international fairs for projecting the activities of the 
Bank.  
 


